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OnSolve Risk Intelligence
Pinpoint and respond to events that threaten
your organization
Protect the things that matter with a comprehensive
understanding of what’s happening in your world.
Whether next door or on the other side of the globe,
critical events can disrupt your people, places and
property. OnSolve Risk Intelligence delivers actionable
intelligence so complete and fast it gives you a
vital edge. When time is of the essence.

What We Do
Skilled security analysts are still unmatched in
their ability to exercise intuition and judgment in
response to a developing situation. But all humans
have natural shortcomings when it comes to
evaluating and processing information.

Detect
OnSolve AI continuously scours a global network
of proprietary and publicly available data sources

Born from a realization that existing
tools were inadequate, OnSolve offers
the most powerful, purpose-built AI
engine available so you and your team
can make sense of a turbulent world.
Part of the OnSolve Platform for Critical
Event Management™, risk intelligence
continuously scours a global network
of data sources to provide validated
intelligence on the full spectrum of
critical events — man-made, natural
and accidental. The output is then
correlated to your business footprint
to help you make faster, more
informed decisions that lead to
positive outcomes.
The worldwide volume of critical events is

that is continually vetted and verified. Our data
sources provide comprehensive coverage on
all categories of critical events to help you and
your team make more informed decisions. We’ve
successfully taught machines to read the news,
ingest sensor data, and scan social media to detect
events. Our AI then categorizes each event, places
it in time and space, validates accuracy, and rates
its severity.

Correlate
OnSolve works with you to define the footprint
of your organization and identify the things that
matter to you. Once OnSolve AI has detected
and validated events, it correlates those with
your people, places and property as well as
other potential influences on your profitability,
reputation and success.
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Today, more than 4,000 organizations
rely on the power of OnSolve for
actionable intelligence and integrated
communications. Here are their four
primary use cases:
Risk Intelligence
Real-time intelligence and smart alerting for
designated assets including facilities, travelers,

Leverage the OnSolve
platform for critical
event management

employees, trucks and cargo ships. Critical events
are correlated to asset locations and visualized on
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an interactive web dashboard. Based on what’s
included in the solution set, smart alerts can be
delivered via the OnSolve dashboard, email, text
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and mobile application. Alternatively, OnSolve Risk

OnSolve delivers critical event

Intelligence can be consumed via an API feed to

management capabilities designed to

your own or licensed applications.

Travel Risk Management

help enterprises, organizations and
agencies of all sizes create the most
successful outcomes when critical events
occur. The OnSolve Platform for Critical

Integrated intelligence with smart alerts for travel

Event Management combines leading risk

managers and/or travelers. Includes automated

intelligence, critical communications

ingestion of itinerary data (PNRs) and pre-travel
advisories. Alerts are delivered via the dashboard,
email, text and mobile app.

and incident management into
one SaaS-based global portfolio.
Our AI-powered platform is purpose-built
to deliver fast, relevant and actionable
intelligence, enable vital communications

Crisis Communications
Streamlined process for delivering notifications
by email, text and/or recorded voice message.

and allow response teams to react calmly
and confidently.
Visit OnSolve.com to learn more.

Notifications can be set to go out as a “blast” or by
using a cascade/escalation protocol. An example is
a decision tree that waits for text response before
attempting a voice call. Systems also include an
option for 2-way notifications that allow for responses
from recipients like, “I’m okay” or “I need help.”

Global Assistance and Response
Through a network of partners who use our platform,
OnSolve offers 24/7 monitoring and on-the-ground
response services throughout the world.
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